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stress-free within the South of France reluctant MI6 agent Alex Rider is ultimately in a position
to believe like several traditional fourteen-year-old - until eventually a sudden, ruthless assault
on his hosts plunges him again right into a international of violence and mystery. And this time,
MI6 don't need to know. Alex is set to trace down his friends' attackers, no matter if he needs to
do it alone. yet its a direction that ends up in a long-buried mystery - and a discovery extra
negative than whatever he may have imagined.
D.E.A.R ProjectName Kolten faver PLOT The e-book begins out with Alex (the major character)
going to Europe together with his female friend Sabina. Will on there holiday Alex runs into the
fellow who killed his uncle, his identify is Yassen so he will get suspicious. almost immediately
after Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4) he sees smoke emerging and him and Sabina experience
home, they get there and the home used to be blown up there have been peaces of wooden
from the home Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4) in all places they stated it used to be a leak within
the fuel pipe yet Alex is aware different. moment he appears into issues he is going to Yassens
boat and not anyone used to be there he will get at the boat and will get inside of seems to be
round nobody he reveals Yassens cellphone and takes it. He calls the final mobilephone
quantity referred to as simply because he spotted while he observed Yassen he used to be on
his phone, He calls the telephone quantity and was once astonished with who replied it was
once pop superstar Damian Cray. subsequent he is going to M16 that is the key corporation
he's a undercover agent for they usually don’t think a be aware he says so now he is aware hes
on his own. subsequent he is going again to France the place he lives with he mum or dad
Jack, his notion is to sneak into the hole of Damian Crays new gaming consul. He will get there
with Jack, Jack distracts a man that has a price tag placing out of his again pocket and Alex
takes it. He ultimately will get in and finally ends up being the volunteer for trying out out the
consul and nearly beats it. After that he sneaks into Damian Crays place of work that is large
and appears like a jail there are guards all over and Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4) he has to
discover the way to sneak in there has been a truck on the front and he jumps on it and blends
in with the fellow at the aspect of it. while he will get within the very first thing he sees is a plane
on hearth then all of the unexpected the hearth simply stops and the airplane isn’t broken at all.
in a while he unearths stairs is going up them and unearths Damian Cray he sees Damian kill a
guy Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4) that gave him a flash force and Yassen was once there with
Damian. Damian sees him and he was once introduced over bye a guard. He will get positioned
right into a prison cellphone and theirs a gap there he crawls via he will get to a latter will get
down and theirs an immense door it opens and it's a certain replica of the sport he performed
with Damian yet he has a bonus hes performed it before. He ultimately will get via slightly along
with his lifestyles and on the finish he unearths a door and he is going via and again into
Damian’s construction the alarm earrings yet he will get Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4) out sooner
than the gates close. subsequent factor Alex understands Damian has Sabina that they had
snatched her whilst she was once going to work out her dad within the hospital. Damian
instructed Alex that if he isn’t there in the subsequent 24 hours he'll kill her. he's taking a taxi to
Damian’s condominium and while he arrives he Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4) walks throughout

the gates and is going in the course of the entrance door and there has been Damian and
Yassen he proposal they might permit her move yet they didn’t. finally that they took them in
vehicles to an airport in the US they cease at a gate on the very again of the airport then there
is a aircraft on fireplace and its coming instantly for the airport it eventually hits the floor and
there are hearth vans and ambulances everywhere. Alex understands its the airplane from
Damian’s place of work yet what the motive force thinks is Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4)
inaccurate Damian has a button in his hand and blows the airplane up. They struggle through
the gate will everyone seems to be distracted and so they visit a massive hanger and its
sporting the presidents jumbo jet (airforce1) yet what might Damian wish with the presidents jet.
Damian sends a few men at the jet after which he hears gun pictures they get on and its not like
something Alex had ever seen. Yassen retains Sabina and Damian takes Alex to a room with
loads of electronics the following it's Damian said. This room is the room the place the president
can release of Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4) nuclear bombs on any kingdom within the world.
that's what the flash force is for and to hack into the method Damian places in code which turns
varied on a daily basis that’s what the flash force tells him he places on a glove that has the
presidents finger prints on it and marks the Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4) spots and presses the
button. He did this simply because in these types of country’s are the place every kind of
substances are made and he believes that if he sends nuclear bombs in those spots it is going
to kill hundreds of thousands yet store extra within the lengthy run. They come back to the foyer
and Damian sits Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4) down and tells Yassen to kill Alex and Sabina yet
He refuses he says he doesn’t kill kids. Damian takes the gun and issues it at Alex and pulls
the set off he closes his eyes and appears round and Damian shot Yassen. He pulled the gun
up geared toward Alex’s center and fired. Alex flew to the floor and did not flow now he geared
toward Sabina yet did not count on her to assault he threw her again opposed to the wall yet
ahead of he may well shoot somebody hit his arm it used to be Alex he was once donning a
bullet evidence vest he attempted to assault Damian yet he used to be nonetheless to strong.
Sabina had opened the aspect door and the emergency slide flew open. Damian attempted to
shoot Alex yet Sabina rammed into him with the drink cart his knees buckled Alex acquired up
and driven the cart as demanding as he may correct out the door the slide used to be slanted so
while the wind stuck him he was once sucked up into the engine. The drink cart had extra
resistance even though after which all of the surprising the engine burst into flames and the
aircraft was once despatched flying from the imbalance and hurtled and now the airplane is
mendacity on one aspect they could right here sirens. Alex attempted to wake up yet his legs
wouldn’t couporate he was once chuffed to determine Sabina wake up he informed her she
needed to get to the communications room and press the self destruct button she Eagle Strike
(Alex Rider #4) left after which he heard a voice it was once Yassen calling his identify please
he stated he didn’t are looking to pass over there yet he did. He acknowledged i've got anything
to inform you I couldn’t kill you I by no means could have killed you I knew your father we
labored jointly he said, you suggest he used to be a secret agent Alex said. No he was once a
killer like me the easiest on the earth he taught me many stuff M16 hunted him down and killed
him and that i bought away on the final second, he kept his existence and in a fashion he
enjoyed him. Then he acknowledged and your so a great deal like him and closed his eyes and
he knew he could by no means open them again. surroundings within the publication there have
been many alternative areas that the e-book came about in. nearly all of the ebook came about
in France and in America. the start of the booklet came about in Europe the place Sabina’s
father used to be virtually killed. Alex was once frantically relocating throughout the entire book.

at the within every thing Damian owned was once consistently gentle and open for a few
reason. clash The clash of the ebook is that Sabina's father were tried to be assassinated.
additionally the fellow that attempted to kill him ended up being a psycho and Alex used to be
the person who needed to repair things. Alex was once virtually killed repeatedly in the course
of the entire e-book and observed issues humans should not see. Then whilst he went to M16
for aid they notion he was once loopy and wouldn’t support him. additionally Damian attempts
to set of nuclear missiles to assist keep the area from medicinal drugs yet is killing hundreds of
thousands in he process. subsequent Alex figures Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4) out that his dad
used to be a killer like Yassen and was once Eagle Strike (Alex Rider #4) a great deal like his
dad. answer The answer is Damian was once killed after everything. Then his female friend
ended up being okay in any case and he got here out of it alive. He hand over operating for M16
and acquired on with the lifestyles a regular youngster should still have. He additionally stopped
the missiles from killing hundreds of thousands of people. Sabina ended up relocating to the
USA together with her mother and her father ended up being ok. In time he'll study if he's
relatively like his father to and expectantly not.THE finish
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